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~ ... EXPLANATORY MEMORANDUM 
1.  Background 
(a)  Council Resolution 
This  proposal  for  a  directive  on  a  common  framework  for  general  authorizations  and 
individual licences in the_ field of  telecommunications services is an essential' part of a general 
·legislative reform package for the telec?mmunications sector. 
The -·political  agreement  to  liberalize telecommunication  services  and  telecommunications 
.  infrastructure  by  1st  Januiuy  1998<
1> has  been  reached  through  Council  Resolutions  of 
. 22  July  1993c
2J and 22 December 1994(3).  .  _  _  ~ 
As far as authorization regimes are more .particularly concerned, the Council Resolution  of 
18.  September  1995  ori  the  implementation  of  the  future  regulatory  'framework for  . 
telecommunicationC
4l  " ... recognizes  as  key  factors  in  d_rawinK  up  the future_ regulato_ry 
framework for telecommuni~ations in the  Union:_ 
(a)  the  extension of  competition to the -whole  sector  through: 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
the  establishment,  in  accordance  with  the  principle  of 'subsidiarity,  of common 
principles:  for  [je'neral  authorizations  and  individual  licensing  regimes  in  the 
Member States,  based on categories of  balC01ced rights C01d obligations;  · 
- . 
. the absen~e of  any restrictions on market eniry other  thC01 those justified on the grounds · 
of objectNe,  trC01sparent,  proportionate C01d  non-discriminatory criteria relating to  the 
availability of  scarce resoi1rces;  ·  ·. 
.  .  . 
the implementation by the national regulatory authorities of  objecti~e. transparent C01d  .. 
non-discriminatory award procedures C01d criteria;  · 
. the efficieiu mCUiagement of  essential resources,· C01d p~icul~ly  fr~quimci~s, numbers 
C01d rights of  way, to ensure the equitable treatment of  the various market players, under 
the supervision of  the competent national authorities;  . 
the approximation of  general authorization and individual iicensing regimes in order to 
promote the development of  trans-EuropeC01  networks C01d services;  ... ". 
Greece, Ireland, Portugaland Spain.have possible transition periods of  up to five years~ 
Luxembourg has a possible ·transition period of up  to two years. 
OJ  No  C 213, -6.8. 1993, p.  I.· 
OJ  No  C.379, 31.12.1994,-p.  4. 
OJ  ~o C 258; 3.f0.1995, p.  I. 
3  . -I_ 
.(b)  ..  E~rope~  Padi~ent  _Resoluf!ons  . · · 
In  its  Resolution  ·on  the  Commissio~'s:. . Greeri  Paper  on  .the  liberalization  of . 
telecommunications infrastructures and· cable television networks<'), the.European Parliament 
"aSks  that .there :should -be iw attempt to limit the number of licences granted in the area of ' 
infrastructures and  ~en.•ices. Licences sfwuld only be refused in cases where companies cannot  · 
demonstrate that they can ineei objective criteria-on issues such a5  techni¢al~tandards, quality 
standards and universal service obligations".  - .'  ·  . _ .  . ·  .  _.  . ·  .  ·  ... -
--It-is also important to note that th-is Directive-replaces the two former  Coinmissi~n  pro~osals 
on mutual recognition of licences. This Directive  continues the way already laid ou~ by these  . 
two  .proposals  in' the  field  of  licen'sing,  whilst  taking·  into  ac~ount  the  objective  of 
liberaliz;aiion of  the l?mvision of  telecommunications.  ihfrast~ucture by  1 January  1998 .. 
. . In  its Resolution  on  the  ame~ded proposal  on  tlle 'mutual- recognition  of licences<
6l,  th~ 
Europeail. · Parliament .  expressed  in  particular  the  opinion  that  the · principle of  mutual 
recognition of  national'licences and other authorizations. should .be exteqded to cover general 
regulatory -authorizations such as class liceJ1ces. It .also outlined that the scope of  a directive' ' 
~n licensing should cover voice,telephony·, telex artd  mobile radio.services.  ·  ·-
2.  Scope and  aim · 
This _proposal -fo~ a  Directive. goes :beyond' :the  objectives  of. ensuiing  full,  Union-w~de · 
.  competition and 'harmonizing national legislation; it also  reflects_.th~: role of authorization 
'regimes in imposing rights and. obligations and in  monitoring markets.  ' 
-·  Ther~ indeed exists a  cons~nsus that; in ~  open·  ~nviro'nment,  -telecoi_Ilm:unications operators . ·  · 
have to comply with a· number of requirements relating both to predominantJy technica_l issues· 
(essential requirements) as well as to public service objectives. Authorization regimes provide 
· ari  appropriate means to· sup~tvise acc~ss to  the market-and .to monitor compliance with the  . 
· requiieme_nts which are·imposed on operators. At the·same time it has-become cleafthat the 
development of  competition will be served best by authorization regimes which-dQ not  impose 
tindue burdens 'on 'operators, whether through conditions or through procedures.  ' 
'  ·'  •  .  .•  '  .'  •  I  •  . 
By · l.  January  1998  .·  liberalization · will  extend  to  all  telecommunications . services _·and 
· infraStructure, including. terrestrial  rnobile services and publi'c voice 'telephony, as. well as  to 
satellite services and  infrastructure.  Rules  on  authorizations must _therefore  be in  place to 
cover  ~ll  terecommtqtications  services  ··and · infrastructures,  including · the  use · of 
radiofrequericies for- that  purpose~ In this context, the question arises whether several legal 
instruments  ~e required.  For-_ reasons of tr~sparency  ·and· simplicity  preference should be 
given  to a  single  instrument  ~overing the  full  scope  of the .granting of authorizations  in 
telecommunications:  ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
The ;egulato:ry framework for the granting of authorizations must also take into  acco~nt the  · 
changes in the regulatory landscape in the Union (interconnection, universal service), as well 
as  developments in relation to the provision of servi'ces.to and from third countries.  .  .  ..  .  .  . 
Furthermore any regime on auth'orizations IS, required t9 'qefer' to the ne,ed to contribute to the 
establishment oftrans-European telec'ommunications networks as envisaged in Title XII ofthe · 
. Treaty establishing the ~uropean Community.  ·  .  _  · - .  ~  - ·.  ·  ·  ·  ..  · · 
Finally the regula~ory·  framework. which appli~s to new. audio~isual services will. be reviewed 
at a later- stage in  th~  framework, of  the green paper that theCorrimissio.n is preparing on these 
'new services..  ' '  ','  '  ·.·  . ' '  '  ' .  :  .  '  .·  ·'  .  '  '  .  '  ' '  .  .  .  . . ' . 
'  (5)  Res.olution  A4-0 lll/95 of 1.9  May  1995  on  the_green  p~per on .the  liberalii~tio~ 'of 
telecommunications infrastruCture and cable t_elevision  networks (Part II).  · -
Reso-lution  A4-0,930/95 of 16  March  1995.  ..  . 
(6) 
4, 3.  Wide sco·pe for general authotizations as opposed to  individual licences. 
The  definition  at  a  Union  level. of  -a  regulatory  framework  for  authorizations  has  to  be 
. consistent with legal requirements in relation to the principle of  freedom of  establishment and 
freedom to provide services. Articles 52 and 59 of the Treaty require thaUmy restrictions be 
justified by overriding reasons relating to the p4blic interest and that they be proportional to 
the objective being pursued. In addition the, consultation on the Commission's green paper on 
the liberalization of telecommunications infrastructure has confirmed the importance of the 
availability of the lightest possible regimes, in order to  ensure the efficient development of 
the sector.  ·  ·  · 
·As  a result,  where possible prefe-rence  must be  given to the establishment of general rules 
(general  authorizations)  to  give  effect  to  public  interest  requirements  rather  th~ to  the 
application of an  a priori control (individual  licences).  Only  where it is  demonstrated that 
these general niles are insufficient, shpuld a prior individual licensing regime be introduced. 
Moreover,  there  should be  no  obligation  for  Member  States· to  require  an  authorization 
(whether  a  general  authorization  9i  an  individual  licence)  for  the  provision  of some 
telecommunications services or infrastructures.  · 
In  line  with  the  ·. princi~le  of 'subsidiaritY, . the  granting  of  atith~rizations  Will  be  the 
responsibility  of Member·  States,  in  compliance  with  the , principles  established ·by  this 
Directive.·· . 
. As·  used  in  this· text,  :th~  concept  of authorization  includes  any  permit  require~ for  the 
provision oftelecommlinications services and, where·applicable, for the e.stablishment  and/or 
operation of infrastructure for  the prqvision of these services.  The  choice of whether such. 
permits  are.  given  through  one  or  more  documents, • or  given  by  one  or. , more 
national/regional/local authorities, should remain a matter for Member States. 
The  notion  of  general  authorization  covers  authorizations  for  the  provision  of 
telecommunications  services· or certain  infrastructures  which  allow  undertakings. to  start 
providing  such  services  or  .infrastructur~s  under  the  conditions  set  out  in  .the  general 
·authorization and without having to obtain a prior individual permission. 
Such  general authorization  can be  set out  direc~ly in legislation or im~lemented· through a. 
system of class licences . .It can operate without any  notification or application requirement; 
but in  cases where closer supeniision is  required,  it can  be ac.companied by  a notification-
requirement.  .·  ·  · 
The  introductio~ ·of g.erieral  authorizations  in  Member States would  im~ly that service or 
infrastructure .providers do  not have to  go  through individual  licensing 'procedures in  each 
Member State in which they intend to provide a service or infrastru.cture covered by.;;t general 
authorization.·  · 
Where  a service or infrastructure cannot· be introduced wholly  on  the basis of the.  general 
authorizat!on procedure. because the latter is  insufficient to  attain the stated pubi1c  interest 
objectives, an additional procedure for the granting of individual licences, taking account of 
. additional requirements in  conformity with Community law, can be applied: 
Th,is would  be the  c~e  ·where.  operators  require  individual  rights  over Ioc.alised  or scarce· 
resources, such as frequencies, rights of  way ·or rights to numbers, or where they require rights . 
to  provide  public  telecommunications  infrastructure  from  or to  a  third  country  or where · 
. operators  need to  coinply  with  specific  obligations on  account ·of their  market  power,  or 
be.cause  they  have  ari  obligation  of mandatory  provision  of public  telecommunications 
services.  · 
That individual  licence should :be  limited  to  ensuring  compliance  with  the  requirement(s). 
necessitating the individual  asses~ment (e.g.  in the case of use of frequencies). 
·5 4.  ·A  balanced -set of rig~ts and  oblig~tions 
Gene~af·authc;,rizarlon and  individ·u~l licence syste-ms·  ~ll.enable th~(regulato.ry authority to 
·impose conditions to  safeguard public interest obje<;tives in conformity ~th  Community Jaw.·  ~-: 
. These ~o~ditions  should .be objective,' transpare~t, no~,.disc~iminato·ry and in conformity with 
the principle ofproportionallty. They. should not in particular impose. restri9tions on oper-ators 
which  ~re out of proportion with the objective  yvh_i~h is being pursued.·  ' ·  · 
Thes~  principles of  obje~tivity,  transparency, non,.discrirpination and prop~rtioriality apply also 
.  to~proc~dures.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ' 
·Thus authorization -regimes .should be ~imed  ~t introduci~g a. diffe~entiated system of rights 
..  and·  obligations, ' depending  ori  the·  purposes 'pursued  by  different  telecommunications . 
provider~.- These rights and obligations sho.uld  constitute_  \Jal~ced sets where greater rights 
are the count~rparts for more onerous obligations. Where an operato(provi,des services to th'e 
public,' this  is  likely  tQ  justify  greater  supervision  and  hence  a  tnor~  co111prehensive .. 
authorization  regime than the provision of  private telecommunications se,rvices.  Likewise,  . ' 
network operators which_ require access to  public land or to_nidiofrequenci~s should actept ' 
public interest requirements which are not incurred by operators who· do. not need these scarce 
resources~ ·conversely,_srrialler operators may benefit from an alleviated authorization regime:  .  .  .  .  .  ·. 
· 5. .  . limitation. in the number of licensees ·.· 
··  As _agreed in the Resoiutions of the Coun~il and Parliament mentioned: ahove, the ~umbe;  of· 
authorizations  granted in. a  Member  State. should  only  be ·limit~d in 'rela:ribn  to  physic'al 
.infrastructur-e,  as. opposed to  service  provision~ on _the. basis of the  efficient use of radio 
spectrum, and should be subject to review at reasonable  intervals.  ·,. 
6.  Hannonization 
~-· 
•  ;  •  \  •  •  •  •  •  .  .  l  •• 
. The. definition,  at  a  Union  level, of princ_iples for authorization. regimes  should lead .to  ·a 
considerable  improvement  in  the  situation  of operato.rs  intendin~ to  provide  services. m. 
different Member States.·.  · 
Neverihe'tess,  the  6bfigations  set out .  in  ·authorizations  could  .differ  significantly. from 
Member State to··Member State. Undertakings pould therefore still be fated with a situation 
. , in·  which  they  would have  to  adapt  their'  services  or  networ~s to  ·different  regulatory 
obligations. if  they  wanted  to  provide  a  .service  or  infrastructur~e. in  more, than ·.one. 
Member State,-thereby hindering the establishment of'trans-European networks or  ser-Vices. 
In order to overcorne  ba~ie~s  ·to  the -creation of  an  intema1  ~arket for t~lecomtnunic~ti~ris 
/  netwprks' and  services and,  in  particular,  the imposition of heavier costs or more onerous 
· administratiye procedures  resulting from  diverging  authorization  regimes  at:J;d  obligations · 
attached to such authorizations, a procedure, should'  be provided for the harmonizatign of  such 
. congitions. Such_a harmonization procedure would. be built on theprocedur~ already ·set out 
. in the proposals on mutual recognition ·and allow tor th~ possibilitY of involving ECTRA/ETO  ·  ,  and  ERC/ERO in the :technical preparation  o(ha:rmonized conditions  ..  The preparation  of-
, .. harmonized ·conqitioris should· include a E1.1rope-wide  public consultation; their  ~doptionby 
the Commission should follow stailqard Committee. procedures: · .  ·  -~- ·  · ·  ·  :  ·.  · · " 
'  I 
"-',  '.-, 
6 
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', \ 7.  Specific  procedun~s 
-The provision  of a  one-stop-shoppiJ;lg  procedure (also  already  set' out in  the proposals  on 
mutual  recognition)  is  useful to  facilitate  simultaneous  applications  for  and  granting  of 
individual Member State licences.  · 
Operators intending .to provide large trans-European telecommunications systems should. also 
benefit  from· a  mechanism  allowing  them  where  necessary  to  obtain  authorizations  on 
substantially the same conditions in one or more Member States: 
Finally,  this  Directive  establishes  a  committee,  called  the  European  Union 
Telecommunications Committee. On, the one hand this  ~.ommittee should deal  with specific 
licensing issues, in particular with regard to the provisions of Articles 13, 14, 15, 20 and 22 
of the Directive; on the other hand, it would be the appropriate forum for broader discussions 
at a high level on telecommunications  po~icies. 
8.  Summary of the contents· ?f  the proposed  Directiv~ 
Section I contains three Aitides stating general provisions  .. 
Article 1 describes the basic scope an9 aim of the Directive. 
Article 2 contains definitions, of  th~ main teirns used in the Directive. 
Al'ticle  3  outlines  the  major principles  governing  the  conditions  that· can· be  attached to 
authori-zations, requiring in particular that any conditions att:'!-ched to· authorizations shall be 
objectively" justified and proportionate. It states precisely that authorizations may only contain 
conditions justified on the grounds of ensuring compliance with applicaQle requirements, This· 
Article also expresses the priority to be given to regimes either requiring no authorization or 
relying  on  general  authorizations ·and  states  that  Member  States  may  only  require  an 
individual  licence to  the extent that the beneficiary is  given access to  scarce physical  and 
other resources or is  subject to particular obligations or benefits  from~  particular rights. 
Section II (Articles 4 to 6) contains-provisions on general authorizations. 
Article 4 sets out transparency requirements concerning the conditions  attached to  general 
·authorizations and indicates that priority should be given  _to the least onerous regime possible. 
Article 5  lays  down the principle according to which Member States  shall  not prevent an 
undertaking  which  complies· with  the  copditions  set  out in  a general  authorization  from 
providing  the  intended  telecommunications  service.  Certain  limits  to  that  principle  may 
however be established: prior notification,. communication of  relevant information, observance 
of a waiting period before starting proviqing the service. This Article also contains provisions 
applicable where an undertaking providing telecommunications services does not comply with 
·a  condition set out in· a generaL authorization. 
Article 6 allows the imposition of fees to cover the administratiye costs in the case of  general  · 
authorizations and requires these fees to be published. ·  · ·  .  ·  ·  _  ·  .  .  ' 
· Section lll (Articles 7 to ll) contains provisions on individual licences. 
Atticle 7 lists the situations justifying th·e  imposition of a individual licensing regime. These 
situations  are  linked  to  access  to_ scarce  physical  or other  resources  (radio  frequencies, 
· numbering,  public  or  private  land)  or  to  the  provision  of public  telecommunications 
·infrastructure to and from third coun_tries;  individual licensing regimes may  ~lso be justified 
to  impose  obligations  on  licensees  with · regard  to  the  mandatory  provision  of . public 
telecommunications services and,  in  relation to the provision of public telecommunications 
networks andtelecomrimnications services, with regard to the market power of licensees. This 
Article also  states that undertakings ·wishing to provide services which  cannot be provided 
'7 ' witnout authorization and which are not yet covered by  a gemirai authorization or to  benefit 
·  from additional  rights n()t  granted-by  general authorizations may,  'in  addition, apply for  a!)  . 
individual licence.  ·  ·  · 
. · ·  -~rticle 8  requires· that  the  conditions  attached  to  an  i~dividual licen,ce  only  relate -to  the  ·-
- _situations justifying th·e  grant. of such a licence·  and tha.t  Memb~r  States shall apply _balanced. 
sets of rights  and obligations for  the beneficiaries of individual: licences.  In  addition  this 
Article ~ddresses the sitmi.tion .where the terms of the applicable general authorizations ·would 
be incorporated into an-individual licence.  · 
·.  .  ..  "  .  .  .  . 
. _  Article ··?  contains. procedural.  req~iremep.ts  for  individual  licensing  ~_egimes,  related  to 
transparency  (appropriate  publication),  the  setting of reason!lble  time-limits,  the  granting 
procedures  (which· m_ust' be open, non-discriminatory and transpar_ent) and' the situation where 
·the benefit of  :an  individual licence. is refused, withdraWn or suspended. It also requires the 
· provision of appealing _procedures.  ·  .  · 
_  Article .19  more  specifically  addresses  the  s_ituation  where  a  Member  State  irite11ds,  jn 
·accordance with Directive .  ..1. .. /EECm,  to  limit a·pripri the number of individual licences. 
Such a situation shall only be permitted to  ensure the efficient use  of radi:o  frequencies.  In 
. such a case, additional requirements and principles are defined-by this Article: Member States 
shall in particular give due ·weight to the need to  facilitate the development of competition 
and to maximize benefits for users; and provide for additional transparency. Selection criteria 
'm'ust  be objective, detailed, transparent, proportionate_ ~d  non-discriminatory.  ' . 
Article  11  addresses the  i~fsue of fees  for  irtdi\_'iduaJ  licences,  allowing. Member·  ~tates.  t~ 
impose, in addition to administrative fees, fees related to the use of scarce resources. However 
such practices must  comply with a  number of  requir~men!s  (non-discrimination~  PL~;blicatiort  .. .). 
.  - ~  .  .  .  .  -
'.sectio_n  IV (Articles  12  to  15)  is  related to  the provisiorl·of telecommunications  services'· 
throughout the European Union. ,  ·  · 
Af:ticle.  ~J.  St?ts .'out  the  prin~iple according  to  which,  Member-'Sta.tes  shall  facilitate  the 
provision' of such seririces.  ' 
· Article, 13-_ gives the  possibility.  t~- undertakings· intending  to  proV'ide  telecommunications. · 
services or to establish telecomntunications infrastnictures in rriore than one Member State to 
request the national regulatory authorities concerned to coordinate  t~eir procedures in order . 
·'·  to_ deliver  the ·necessary . authorizations_  on  substantially· the  same  conditions.  Where  the 
undertaking concerned is unable. to obtain the necessary authoriza,tions; the Directive provides 
for- a  proced!Jre. involving the: Member .States  concerned and the Commission through· the 
European Uni_on  Telecommunications Committee (see Articles  16  and  17)._ 
Article  14  addresses ·harmonizatipp..  It specifies that  Member States must ensure  that 'the 
· categories··of telecommunications services listed ·in. Annex. II  can be provided either without 
. _ authorization~ or on the basis of a generai'.authorizatiorl.. It sets up  as  a goal  that wherever 
' necessary the conditions attached to authorizations for the provision of  the telecommunications 
~ervices  listed. in  Annex JI, _  the  procedures  for )he grant of general, authorizations  and  / 
individual licensing --and  the  determination  of the -level  of fees  shall be  harmonized.'  This  - · 
Article  also  provides  for  a  harmonization mechanism .through  mandates  assigned  by  the 
Commission to  relevant harmonization' bodies. The Directive stresses that the harmonization' · 
of  conditions and proced~res shall. aim to develop the least onerous regime possible consistent 
. with_ensuring compliance with the applicable requirementS and tO  elaborate. bidanced sets of . 
rights and obligations for the b~neficiaries of authorizations  ... - · ·  · ·  :  ·  ·.  ·  ·· 
(7)  Commission Directive  amending  Commission  Directive  90/388/EEC  regarding  the 
, implementation  of fuli  competition  in  telecommunications  ·markets,  OJ No  L .192; 
~4.7.i990, p . .IO. 
8 
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Article '15 sets up a  one~stop.:shopptng proc'edure for individual licences. 
Section V (Articles 16.and 17) describes the European Union Telecommunications Committee. 
Articles 16 arid 17 estabiish a committee· comp:osed of representatives the Member States and: 
chaired  by  _a  representative  of  the  Commission,  called  the  European  Union 
Telecommunications  Committee  (EUTC).  This  Committee  will  assist  the  Commission  in 
giving  opinions  on  measures  to  be  taken,  in  particular  with  regard  to  the  provisions  ot: 
Articles 13; 14,  15, 20  and 22 of the Directive:  ·  · 
'  .  ,. 
Section VI (Articles 18  to  25) contains 'final provisions. 
Articie 18_ addresses the application of this Directive to undertakings from third countries. It 
provides for a mechani~m  to ensure comparable and effective access tQ third country markets, 
where  it  appears  that  Community  undertakings  are  encountering  difficulties  in  ob_taining 
authorizations in such third countries.  · 
' 
Arti~le 19  contains standard procedures on confidentiality. 
Article  20  requires  Member  States  to  notify  the  Commission  of general  i:pformation  on 
'national  authorization  regimes.  It  contains  a  mechanism  where  upon  request  of  a 
Member State or at its  own  initiative, the  Commission  will assess  the  compliance of any 
conditions,  criteria  and  procedures  ..  set  out· in· a  national  authorization  regime  with  the  ' 
principles of the Directive.  · 
Article  21  concerns  authorizations  already  gninted  at  the  date  o(entry into  force  of the 
Directive. 
Article 22 contains a general provision on the review of implementation of the Directive in 
Member States, a provision for future adaptations of content of the Aim exes of this Directive 
in the light of new technological ·developments and a specific provision related to access to 
third countries telecommunications markets by  ConuilUni~ undertakings  . 
. Article 23  l:lllows  Member States with less developed networks or with very small networks 
to  request additional implementation periods.  -
At1icle  24  comairis  standard  ·provisions  on  the  transposition  of· the  Directive  into 
Member States' national law, providing_ for this to  be accomplished by 1 Juiy  1997. 
Article 25  states that the Directive is  addressed to  the Member States. 
Amiei I lists the conditions that may  be attached to  authorizations. 
'  .  ' 
Annex II addresses the.services to be covered by general authorizations. 
9.  Consultation process 
The need for. a clear and  effective frameworl for  the ·granting of a-uthorizations  within the 
European  Union  was  a  central  issue· arising  out  of the  public  consultations  on  both  the 
Green Paper on a cornmon approach in the field of  mobile and personal"communications<s) and 
the Green Paper on'the liberalizatio.n of telecommunications infrastructure and cable television 
networks(
9
).  These  consultations  involved  all  interested  parties. and,  in  particular,  national 
regulatory-authorities, fixed and mobile operators, service providers, equipment manufacturers, 
. users,  Consumer organizatio'ns and the trade unions. 
(8) 
{9) 
COM(94)  145, 27.4.1994. 
COM(94) 682, 15.1.1995. 
9 
., 
-. -.  The:  Comf!lission's  ~o~municatjons on the  results  of these  consultations,  p~uticular~y  it~ 
Communication· on the Infrastructure Green Paper00),  showed  str<~ng support for the general 
principles  set out  irt  this  proposal  for -a  DireCtive,  according  to  which  the  principle  of 
propo-rtionality should be the main deteriniriant of  the granting of authorizations in the Union, 
creating a balanced set of rights and obligations in relajion to different categories o( services; 
. This was  seen to be likely to  lead to the lightest possible' regulatory burdEm,  with- the use of 
general  authorizations becoming the.  rule, .and  more onerous  individual  licences being the· 
·exception (reserved primarily for situations involving the grant. of r;tdio  frequenci~s/rights of. 
way,  the  imposition of obligations to provide public telecommunications services  ana  the  c! 
imposition ofparticul~r  competitive safeguards given the partic\llar operator's market  position)~-
It was also felt  that..riational  authorization or licensing. procedures. would have to  be open, 
·transparent and non-discriminatory. Refusals would have to be justified (and subject'to appeal) 
and a priori limitations op numbers -coi.lld only. be based ori physical limitations, i.e,  lack of. 
frequency  and not on  an  economic 'assessment  of the  market's  capacity  by  the national 
~egulator.  ·  ·  ·  - - -
The draft- of this- Directive reflects these  co~cepts~ Th~  ·principles ·embodied in the proposed 
Directive, have  been  discussed "in  the  Open. N,e~work Provisi9n  Committee  with  national 
regulatory_ authorities.  · 
10.  Conclusion  · 
'  1: 
.  .  "  .  /  .  ·:  .  .. 
-_This proposal ·for  a .Directive  on  a_ common  framework  for  general  authorizations  and 
individual licences in the field of  telecoinmunie:ations;services is an essential part of a general 
·legislative reform package for·the telecorilm,unications sector, in the perspective of;a balance· 
between - harmonizati_on  and  liberalizati.on.  The  current  proposal.  will,  on·_ce  adopted; 
complement the introduction under' Directive .. I  .. /EEC01) of full competition in. the provision 
of telecommunication servi'c.es  and telecommunications infrastructure in ·ihe  Community. by · 
·1  January 1998, subject to possible additional 'transitional periods for certain Member States 
of up, to  five years. _  ·_  ·  ·  ·  · 
, ...  :;  . 
(lo)  - COM(95}- 15~  .•  3,5.1995.  . 
'(II)  Commission  Directive  amending- Commission  Directive  .90/388/EEC  regarding  the 
implementation  of-full  competition  lr'l  teleconmiunications  markets,  OJ  No  L  192,  ·_ 
24.  7.1990,  p_,  I 0.  -
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Proposal for a 
EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND COUNCIL DIRECTIVE 
·. 
on a common framework for general authorizations .and individual licences 
in the field oftelecommunications se'rvices 
\  .. 
.  /  . 
THE EUROPEAN PARLIAMENT AND THE COUNCIL OF THE EUROPEAN UNION, 
Having  reg-ard  to  the  Treaty  establishing  the  European  .Commu.nity, · and  m ·particular 
Articles 57(2), 66 .and IOOa thereof, 
Having regard to the proposal  fr~m the Commissionc
1>, 
Having regard to the opinion of the Economic arid Social CommitteeC
2>, 
- •. 
Acting in accordance with the procedure in Article l89b of the. Treaty,· 
I.  Wherea.S the Council Resolution of 22  July  1993  on the review of the  'situ~tion in the 
telecommunications  sector  and  the  nee<:{  for further  development  in  that  marketc
3>, 
· together with  the  Council  Resolution  of 22  December  1994  on .  the  principles  and 
timetable for the liberalization of tdecotnmunications infrastructuresC
4>,  as well as the 
European Parliamentresolutionsof20 April  1993c
5>, 7 ApriU995C
6>and 19  May '1995(7), 
have supported the. process of complete liberalization of telecommunications services 
~and infrastructures,  by  1  January  1998,  with  possible  transition  periods for  certain 
Member States; 
2.  ·  Whereas·  the  Communication  on  the  consultation  on  the  green  paper  on~ the . 
liberalization of telecommunications infrastructure and cable television networks has 
confirmed the need for rules at Union level, 'in order to ensure that general authorization 
and individual licensing regimes are _based on the principle' of proportionality and are 
open,  transparent  and. non-discriminatory;  whereas · the · Council  Resolution  of 
.18 September 1995  on  the  implementation  of the  future  regulatory  framewor~' for  . 
telecommunications<
8>  ·recognizes as· a key  factor for this regulatory .framework in the 
Union .the establishment, in accordance with the principle. of subsidiarity, of common 
principles  for  general  authorizations  and  individual  licensing  regimes  in  the 
Member States, based on categories of balanced· rights and obligations; whereas those 
. principles should cover all  authorizations which are required for the provision of any 
telecommunications  services· and  for  the  establisliment  and/or ·operation  of  any 
infrastructure for the provision of telecommu~ication:s services; 
. -
.(1)  OJ 
c:)  OJ 
<J>  ·.OJ No  C 2.U,  6.8.1~93, p.  I. 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
(8) -
OJ No  C 379, 31.12.1994, ·p.  4. 
OJ No  C  150, 31.5.1993, p.  39 .. · 
OJ..No  C 109,  1.5:19.95, p.  310. 
OJ No C 15( 19.6.1995·,  p.  479. 
. OJ No  C 258, 3.1 0.1995, p.  L 
11 J.  Whereas  a  common  framework . should -be  established ·for  general . authorizations . 
and individual.··  Ii~ences  grai)ted  . by  · Member  .. • States ;  in  .·  the  . · fi~ld  of 
telecommunications services;  whereas under Community law and .in  particular under  - · 
. Commission Directive 90/J88JEEC 6fi8 June. 1990 on. competi:tion in the markets for  ·  ·· 
telecornmunicati9i1S services(
9
), as last amended :by  Directive 96/  ... /EC(IO)'  market entry  . 
should. only. be restri~ted on the basis of objectiye, transparent, proportionate aild nori-· 
discriminatory selection criteria relating to the ·availability of scarce resources, or else · 
on  the  basis  of the  implementation  by .  national regulatory. authorities  .. ot  objective; : 
tiinsparent and non-discriminatory award procedure$; whereas. that Directive also sets 
· out principles regarding inter alia fee~ and rights of way;  whereas tl_lese  rules sl).ould 
be supplemen~ed and enlarged by this Directive to determine this com~on.  framework; 
.  .  .  . 
4. · •  Whereas conditions attached to· authorizations. are ·ne_(;:essary .  in  order to  a~ain public 
interest objectives'to the  bene'fit of  telecommunica#ons  users,  such as' n~quiremenh 
relating to consumer protection; whereas according to Articles, 52 and 59 of  the Treaty, 
·.  the legislative sch.eme in the -field of telecommunications should be. consistent With the 
principles of  freedom of establishment ru:td freedom to provide services arid should take · 
into· account the  need to. facilitate  the  introduction  of new services  as  well· as the 
widespread. application  of  t~chnological  improvements; · whereaS  therefore  general . 
authorizatiQn ·and individual licensing rsystems should provide for the lightest possible 
-regulati'on  compatible  with  the·  fulfilment'  of  applicaQ_le  requirements;  whereas  ' 
. Member States sh<:>,uld  hot be· required ·to introduce or m.aintairi  authorization~  schemes, 
in. particular' where the provision of telecommunications  servic~s or the. establishment 
and/or operation of telecommunications  infrasti:uc~ure is not,' at the date of entiy into 
force ofthis Directive, subject to  such  aut~orization scheme;  · 
'.· 
5.  Whereas this. Ditective therefore will.  ~~ke a  signific~t contribution to- the entr)r of 
new operators into the market, as part of the developrrient of the Information Society; 
'  •  •  '  '  '  I  '  '  ~,  ••  • 
6.  .  Whereas Member States may define and  grant differ.ent  categories of authorization; 
.... whereas this 'should not prevent undertakings, in 'particuUir those established in another  .· 
.  ·  Member State, from d,etermining their own commercia1 strategies and, iri particular, the· 
··type oftelecommimicatioris sen;ices or infrastructu~es·that they ~sh  to provide; subject 
to  compliance with relevant regulatory obligations;  . ' ... 
.  ' 
7.  .  Wh~reas' in order to  f~c,ilitate the  C~mmun:ity~wide provision of telecommunications 
.·  seryices, priority sho:uld be given to market access schemes not requiring authorizations 
or relying on general.  authorizations~ to be supplemented where 'necessary by individual  . 
'licences setting out conditions for those elements which cannot be suitably dealt with'. ·  . 
. by  general authorizations; '  . '.  '  .  .  ' 
.  .:.  '.  .  ..:.· .. 
8.  · .  Wher~as any  cmiditibns  attached  t~ authorizations. should be objec,tively  justified in 
.··relation:  to~the service' concerned, arid  shouldbe non-discriminatory, proportionate and 
. transparent;  :whereas  authorizations'  should · not  impose  obligations  unrel.a'ted. to  · 
. · telecommuriicatipns on·the beneficiaries ofsuch authorizations; whereas authorizations 
.  niay be the means for applying conditions required by CommimityJaw, in part_iculiu in 
the area of Open Network Provision; ··  · 
--·  9. ·  Wher~as  the harmonization of  wn:ditio~s  _attached to authorizations should significantly: 
.  facilitate the. free  provisio~ of tele.communications  s~rvices in,  the Community; . · 
10',  . Whereas any  fe~s imposed on undertakings as part ~(authorization procedures must be-
based on objective, transparent and non-discriminatory criteria; .  ·  ·  · 
•  .. 
(
9
)  OJ NeiL 192, 24.7.1990, p./10. 
oo)  ·of No  L 
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12. 
l3. 
Whereas ·the introduction of  individual licensing systems should be restricted to limited, 
pre-defined situations; whereas Member States should not a  priori limit the number of 
individual'Jicences for arty category of  telecommunications services, except t() the extent 
required ·to  ensure the efficient use of radio frequencies;  · 
Whe~eas  Member  States  should· be  allowed  t~  impose  specific  conditions  on 
.  undertakings providing public telecommunications networks and telecommunications  . 
· services because Qf their market power; whereas the market power of an  undertaking . 
depends on a number of factors including its share of the relevant product market or . 
.  service market in the relevant geographical market, its turnover relative to.the size of 
· the market, its ability to influence market conditions, its control of the means of access 
·to end-users, its access to financial resources, and its experience in providing products 
and services in the market; whereas, for the purpose ofthis Directive, an undertaking 
·with  a  share  of more  than  25%  of a  particular  telecommunications  market  in  the 
geographical area in a Member State within which it is authorized to operate would be 
presumed to enjoy  significant market power,  unless its national  regulatory  authority 
·determined, in accordance with the Community competition rules, that this was not the 
case; whereas, for ari undertaking falling below this threshold market share, the national 
regulatory  authority  may  nevertheless,. albeit  only  for  the  purposes of applying the. 
provisions  of European  Parliament and  Council  Directive  ....  on interconnection  to 
public· telecommunications  networks  and  public  telecommunications  services  in  the 
· context of Open Network Provision (ONP)<
11
), determine-that the undertaking enjoyed 
significant market power;  · 
Whereas telecommunications services have a· role to  play in strengthening social and 
economic cohesion, inter alia by furthering the achievement of universal· service,  in 
particular  in  remote,  peripheral,  landlocked  and . rural  areas  and  islands;  whereas 
Member States should. therefore be allowed to impose universal service obligations by 
means of individual licences;  - - .  .  . 
14.  · ·Whereas .in. order  to  facilitate  the  gr~ting of individual  licences, to  undertakings · 
.. applying .for. such  lice'nces  in  more  than  one  Member  State,  a  "one-stop-shopping 
15. 
I 6. 
~I 7. 
18. 
(ll) 
procedure" should be established;  ·  · 
Whereas  any  authorization  systems  should  defer  to  the  need  to  contribute  to  the 
estabJishment.of trans-European telecommunications networks as envisagedin Title XII 
of  the Treaty; whereas to this end coordination of  national authorization procedures may 
prove useful for undertakings intending to provide a telecommunications service or to  . 
establish  and/or  operate  a  telecommunications  infrastructure  in  more  than  one . 
Member State;  · 
Whereas Community undertakings should benefit from effective and· comparable access· 
to third countries markets and enjoy  <:  similar treatment in a third cour~try as js offered 
by  the  Community  framework  to  undertakings  owned  directly  or through  majority 
ownership, or effectively controlled, by  nationals from  the third country  concerned; 
whereas World Trade Organization negotiations on telecommunications, scheduled to 
be  finished  in  April  1996,  sho~:~ld  result  in  a  balanced  and  multilateral agreement 
en~uring effective and comparable access for Community operators in third countries; 
Whereas an  advisory  ~ommittee should be established to  assist the Commission; 
Whereas, without prejudice to other procedures available to  ensure the application· of 
Community  law,  it  is ·appropriate to  provide  for  a  specific  procedure .in. order to 
facilitate the implementation of the principles set out in this Directive; 
OJ No L 
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19.  Whereas the functioning of this Directive should be reviewed in due course; in the light 
of the development of the telecommunications sector and oftrarls-European networks, 
. as  well  .. _as  in  the .light  of  experience  gained  from  the  harmonization ..  ·and 
one-stop-shopping-procedures set out in this I)irective;  ·  · 
20.  -Whereas  on  the  oasis  ~{the  ,.full. imple~entatio~ .of~.  c~mpetitiv~ framework, in 
particular Directive 90/3 88/EEC, in order to achieve the essenti~l goal· of ensuring the 
development of the internal market in the field of  tele~ommunications and specifically . 
the  free.  provi~ion of telecommunications services ·and infrastructure throughout the 
Community, the aaoption of  this Directive will substantially contribute to the ·attainment 
-Of  this  goal;  whereas  Member  States  should,  in  particular  through 'their  national . 
regulatory authorities, implement this common framework,  .  .  .  .  ..'  .  . 
HAVE ADOPTED TillS DIRECTIVE: 
SECI10N L SCOPE, DEFINID_QNS AND PIUNCiPJ-ES 
·Article 1 
Scop~ and aim. 
· This Directive concerns the procedur~s associated with the granting-of authorizations and the 
·conditions attached  ·to such authori:z;ations, for the purpose of  providing telecommunications 
. serVices.  ·- '  .  .·  .· 
··Article 2 
De±1nitions 
1.  _For the purposes  -of_thi~ Directiv_e,. 
'  . 
(a)  . "Authorization"'  m.eans  any ''general authorization"· or "ip.di\rid4al  licence"·  as 
defined below: 
II general_ (U,tthoriiation" ::  p~rmission regardless of  whether it is regulated by 
a  "cla.Ss  licence"  or  under  general  law  and . regardless .of  whether  such 
regulation  requires .  registration,  . allowing .  undertakings  to  · provide 
· telecommunications  service~  and, .  where  applicable,- to  establish  and/or 
operate infrastruCture for the provision -of such services; 
"individ~al  licence": .  ap  authori~ation whl.ch . is  grante,d . by  a.· national 
regulatory  authority  and  which  gives  an  undertaking  operating  under  a 
general authorization specific rjghts,  or .which  subjects that  undertaking's 
operations to specific obligations,· where the undertaking is not enti~led to 
ex~rcise the  rights_ conc-erned  until  it  has  received  the  decision  by  the . 
national regulatory authorjty;  - -
(b) ·  "Nationar·regulatory authority"'  means the. body  or bodies, legally  distinct and 
functionally independent of the telecommunications organizations, 'charged by  a 
Member  State . with· the  granting  ·of,  and  supervision_ of complian.ce _·with, 
authorizations.  · 
"One-"'s'top-shopping  proced~~e"  means-an  ~rrangement  f~cilitating  ·the obtaining · 
of individual  licences  from  more  than  one  national  regulatory  authority  in  a· 
cooi-dinateQ procedure and at a single location.  ··  ·  · 
14 '' 
(d) 
(e)' 
' (f) 
.  "Essential requirements" ·means the non-economic reasons in  the public interest 
which_ may  cause  a  Member  State to  impose  conditions  on  the  establishment · 
and/or  operation·  of  telecommunications  networks  or . the  provision  of 
telecommunications services.  Those ·reasons  are limited to  security  of network 
operations, maintenance of  network integrity, and, where justified, interoperability 
of services,  data. protection,  the  protection  of the  environment  and  town· and · 
country ·planning objectives as well as the effective use of  the frequency spectrum 
and  the  ·  avoidance  of ·  harmful  interference  betweeri  radio-based 
telecommunications systems and other technical systems, whether:space~pas~d or 
terrestrial.  Data  protection  may  include  the  protection. of personal  ·data,  the 
·confidentiality  of information transmitted or stored,  and  also  the  protection of 
privacy.·  · 
"Telecommunications services"  means services whose provision consists wholly 
or partly  in  t_he  transmission  and/or routing of signals  on  telecommunications 
networks·. ·  ·  ·  · 
"Public  telecommunications  ·service"  means  a  telecommunications  servtce · 
available to the public. 
(g)  "Universal  service'  means  a  defined  minimum  service ·or  se(  of services  Of 
'specified quaiity which is  accessible to  all  users everywhere and, in the light of· 
specific national conditions, at an  affordable price. 
.  ' 
2.  ·  Other  ·definitions  given  in  _Council  Directive  90/387/imC02l  and  Directive ..... 
. [on interconnection] shall apply, where relevant, to this Directive: 
Article 3 . 
Principles governing  authorizations 
1. - :Where Member States make the provision of a  telecommunications service subject to 
an  authorization,  the  grant of such  authorization  and  the  conditions  to  be  attached. 
thereto shall comply with the  princip~es set out in paragraphs 2 and 3'  . 
.  2.  Authorizations may contain only the conditions ~listed in  Aimex I. 
3. 
. Moreover,  such  conditions  s4all  be.  objectively  justified  in  relation  to the  service · 
concerned, non-discriminatory, ·propo~ionate and transparent. 
· ~ernber States shall  ensure that telecommunications services can· be provided either 
' without authorization, or on  the  basis of general  authorizations, to  be  supplemented 
where. necessary  by · rights  and  obligations  requiring ·an  individual  assessment  of 
applications  and  giving rise to one or niore  individual  licences.  Member States may 
require .an  individual  licence  only  where  the  beneficiary  is.  given  access  to  scarce 
physical  an~ other resources, or is subject ~o particular obliga~ions or enjoys  particular 
rights, in accordance with the provisions of Section III.  · 
OJ ~o  L  197, 24.7.1990, p.  L 
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SECTION IL- GENERAL AUTHORIZATIONS 
. .  · · Amcle 4·  .  .  .  . 
Conditions attached to  general authorizations  .  .  '  .  .  .  .  '  - .  . 
.· ... 
. 1.  Where Member States subject the provision of telecommunications services t().generar 
authorizations, ·the  conditions  which· \vhere  justified,  may  be  attache~  to  such· 
authorizations as set out in Aimex I, points 2 and 3. Such 'authoriiations shall eritail the 
h~ast . oneroussystem  possible  -consistent  With . enforcib.g . the  relevant  ·essential -
2. 
. r  ·requirements andother.public interest reqt,iirements set out in Annex I, points .2  iurd. 3.  .  .  .  ' . 
M~mb.er States shall  ~nsure that the conditions attached to general .  authoriiations are  -
. .  published in an appropriate manner. so as to provide easy· access to that information for 
intere.~ted parties. Ref~re~ce to the publication of  this information sh~l b_e made i_n the 
national official gazette of.the Member State  ~oricemed.  · 
;  .  .  .  .  ~.  .  '·  .  - . 
. 3.  ·  When amending the donditions attached to a general authorization; Member States·shall 
·give  apprqpqat~ no.tice ·of their intention to  do  so· and  eriable  interested  parties ·to 
· · express 'their views on the proposed  amen~ments.  .•  ·  ·  · 
.·  .  ·.  ·.  AmcleS  . ··  . 
Procedures for. general authorizations 
I  •  .  • 
1.  Member· States shall.not prevent an·undertaking which complies with the applicable 
conditions  set  out  in  a  general  authorization  in  accordance  with  Article  4  from 
providing the intended telecommunications service,  ·  ,  ~  · ,  .  · 
2..  ··Mefuber'Stat.~s may require. that, before providing-the tele~ommunications service, the. 
··undertaking. enjoying  the ·general  authorization. shall  notify- the  _national· regulatory 
3. 
4. 
· authority of  its. intention· to. do ·so; and shall communicate the information relating to the: 
service concerned which is necessary fo,r the purpose <>f ensuring compliance with the 
applicable. conditions set out in'  accordance :with ·_Article  4.  The undertaking may be : 
required .  to 'observe  a  waiting. period  not exceeding two  weeks  before it· may  start 
·providing the services covered by·the general auth&rization.  ·  ·  - ·  · 
Where ·the  undertaking  enjoying  a  general  authorization  does  not  comply- With,  a  · 
condition set out. in a general authorization in accordance with Article· 4, the national. 
'regulat~r; authority may inform the undertaking concerned that itisnotentitled to avail 
itself of the  general  authorization.  The  nationat  regulatory  authority  shall  give  the· . 
undertaking concerned a reasonable opportunity to state its views on the application of 
the  conditions  and  to  reinedy  any 'breaphes.  If the· undertaking  concerned does  not 
remedy the breaches, the national regulatory ·authority  shall  confirm its  decision and_ 
.  state the reasons for ·its decision, which shall be comim:mic_ated within one-week of its  . 
· adopti6n to the-undertaking co.ncemed. Member States shall  ~lay ·dowri: a procedure for · 
·  appealing against such a decision to an .institution independent of  the national regulatory 
autho~ity.  ·  ·  . .  ·  ·  · 
.  \  . 
Member ·States. shall. ensure  tha}  information concerning  the .pnkedures. relating  to 
general  authorizations.is publisheP, in  an_ appropriate_ manner,  so ·as to  provide easy 
access  to  that· information,: Reference to  the  publication of this  iii. formation  shall be 
-made in the nati6nafof(icial gazette of the Merriber ·State ·concerned.'  ·  ·  ·  · 
Article 6  _ · ·  . 
-· Fees-_for  gen~ral  'authorization~ 
L  · Member  States· shall  ensure  that  any  fe'es~ imposed  on  undertaki-ngs  as -part  of the 
authqrization  procedures seek -only: to 'cover the  admini~trative tosts incurred in the 
irnplemtmtatioh of the general ,authorization. scheme. 
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.  2  .. ·  . Fees~ the criteria upon which· they are based and any changes thereto, shall be published 
in an appropriate and  suffici~ntly .detailed manner, so as to be readily accessible.-
'· 
SECI'iON DI. · INDIVIDUAL UCENCES 
Article 7 
Scope 
1.  - Member States-may, in addition to conditions attached to·gerieral authorizations for the 
telecommunications services, including· those services mentioned in Annex II, require 
indiVidual-licences  'imposing conditions as listed in Aimex.I; point 4, but only for the 
following purj>oses:  · 
(a) 
(b) 
to allow the licensee access)to specific radio frequencies or numbers~ 
to give the licensee. particular rights With  regard to  ~ccess to  public  o~ private 
land·  ·  ·  , 
(c) ·  to grant the iicensee rights-to provide public telecommunicatio~s infrastructure 
(d) 
(e) 
between the Community and third  countries~  · 
to  impose obligations  on the. licensee. relating  to  the  mandatory  provision  of 
pubfic tel.ecommunications services;  · 
to impose specific obligations, in conformity with Community competition rules,· 
where the licensee has significant market power in  relation to  the provision of 
public ,telecommunications networks and telecommunications. services. · 
2.  Undertakings  wishing  to  provide  seniices  which  are  hot yet  covered  by a  general 
authoriz11tion and which can:not be provided without a~thorization, or wishing to enjoy 
additional rights not granted by the applicable general_ authorization, may apply· for an 
individual licence.  ·  · 
3.  ·In the  sit~atioris addressed in paragraph 2 Member States shall, as rapidly as  possibl~  • 
. either consent to  the  provision:of the service concerned or the establishment and/9r 
operation of  infrastructure concerned without authorization, or grant the relevant general 
authorizations in accordance with Section II  .. 
Article 8 
Conditions attached to_ individual licences 
·1.  The conditions which may, where justified,_-be attached to  individualli.cences .are set 
out in Annex I, point 4  .. 
Such conditions shall relate only to the situations justifying the grant of such a licence, 
as  defined in Article 7.  -
However,  Member  States  may  incorporate  the  terms  of  the  applicable  general 
authorizations in the individual licenc-e. 
2. ·  The rights given unqer and the conditions attached to any general authorizations rriust 
not be varied by  the granting of an  individual licence, except in objectively justified 
cases and in _!!  proportionate mariner. 
3.  Member States shall  ensure that information cqnceming the conditions which will be 
attached  to  any ·individual  licence  are· published in  an  appropriate  manner, so as  tQ . 
provide easy access to 'that information. -Reference to the publication  ~hall be made in 
the national official gazette of the -Member State concerned. 
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.  _  ··.  ·Article 9 
Procedures for the granting of iridividuallicences 
_ 1.  · ·Where a  Member  State  gr~ts individual licences,  it shall_ ensure  that  i~fomiation 
-concerning the procedures for individ.uallicences is published in an appr9priate manner,· 
.  so as to be readily accessible. Referet:tce to'the publication shall be made in the national 
official gazette ofth~ ,Member State· concerned.  .  . 
'i~  In the situations' addressed in_ Article  7(2),: Member States shall· grant an individual 
licence before completing the procedure set out in paragraph 1 of, this Article. 
-·  .  .  .  .  - .  .' 
- 3._  Where a Member State intends t~-grant individual licences: .. 
t  ~  '  • 
it  sh~Ii grant individual licences through open,: non-discriminatory' transparent 
_procedures and, _to  this end, shall subject all applicants to the same procedures, 
· _unless there is an, objective reason for differentiation; and 
it shall set reasonable time limits; inter alia it shall communicate to the applicant . 
_a decision: on the application as soon as possible but not later than six week~ aftef 
it has· received the application. .  - · 
4.  Without prejudice to Article 10(1); any  un~erta.kirig which fulfils the ~onditions decided 
and published by  Member States  in_ accordance  With  the  relevant provisions of this · 
Directive-shall be entitled to  receive an  individual licence. 
s.  · . Where the beneficiary·of'an individual hcence does.notcomply with a condition set out 
in the licence in accordance with the relevant provisions of this Directive, the national 
regulatory  authority  may  withdraw or suspend- th-e  individual licence.  The  national 
regulatory authority shall give the undertaking concerned a  ~easonable opportunity to 
state its views_ on the application of the c_onditions and ·to remedy anY breaches. If the 
undertaking concerned does not remedy the breaches, the national regulatory authority 
.,._ 
-·_shall  confirm its decision and  ~tate the reasons therefor-, which shall be communicated 
·within one week of  i~s adoption t9 the undertaking concerned.  ·  · 
.  ~  .  .  -
6.  Member  State~  .ref~sing to grant, or  withdrawi~g or suspending an individuaUicence. 
: shall state the reasons therefor. Member States shall lay down an appropriate procedure·. 
for. appealing_  against  such  refusals,  withdrawals  or -suspensions  to  an  in-stitution 
independent ofthe national regulatory authority·'  ·  -
Article 10  ._ 
Limitation on the number of individual licences 
1.  Member States may a priori limit the number of individual licences for any  category. 
of telecommunications  servi~es, only to the extent !equired"to ensure the efficient use 
- .  -of radio frequencies and in conformity with Community competition rules.  · 
-....  .  .  '  - '  .  ~ 
2.  Where a Member State· intends-to  limit the number of individual ·licences granted-,  it 
~hall:  - .  . ·  · 
. give  d~e weight to the need to faCilitate the  devel~pment.of competition and to 
maximize benefits for· users; · 
enable· interested parties-to express their views on any  limitation; 
. publish its deci~ion  t~ iimit the number of  i~dividuiillicences, stating the r~asons 
therefor;  · 
review th~ limitation at. reasonab_le  intervals; 
.  . 
invite  ~pplications for licences. 
18 3.  Member States shall  grant such  individual  licences on the basis of selection criteria 
which _must  be. objective, detailed, transparent, proportionate and non-discriminatory. 
Any  such selection must give .due  weight to the need to facilitate the development 'of 
competition and to maximize benefits .for  use~s. · · 
Member ·States  shall  ensure  that  information  on  such.  criteria  is . published  in  an 
appropriate manner, so  as  tQ  Qe  rea~ily ·accessible~ Referen~e to  the publicati.on shall . 
be made. in the r:tational  official gazette of the Memb~r State concerned.·  · 
4.  .  Where a Member .State. finds, either on its own initiative or folfowing a request by· an· 
undertaking, either at the_ time of entry into force of this Directive or at a later time,  · 
- . that the number  -~f individual-licences can be increased; it shall publish this fact and 
invite applications for additional licences. 
Article 11 
Fees for individual licences 
.  .  .  .  ·..  .  "  . 
Member-· _states  shall ensure that any fees  imposed on  undertakings as part of authorization 
procedures seek only to cover jhe administrative costs incurred-in the implementation of the 
applicable individual licence.  Fees, the criteria upon which they are 'based and any  changes · 
thereto,  shall  b.e  publi~hed in an  appropriate and sufficiently  detailed  manner,  so· as to· be 
readily accessible.  · 
In addition, where resources are  scare~, Member  State~ may allow their national regulatoiy 
authorities to impose, in a non~discriminatory manner, a fee for the granting of an individual 
licence:· This fee shall reflect the need for the optimal use of this resource as well as for the 
iritrod:u~tion and the· developm_ent of innovative services and competition. '  _·.  ·  · 
SECfiON  IV~  PROVISION OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS SERVICES 
TIIROUGHOUT,THE COMMUNfiY 
Article l2 
Principle 
. Member  States  shall,  -in  the  form-ulation  and  application  of their ·-authorization  systems, 
~acilitate  'th~ provision of telecommunicatiqns Services  between Member State's .. 
Article l3  . 
Coordi~ation of authorization procedures' 
1..  ·An  undertakin·g  .i~tending· to provide  a telecommunications service ot to  establish· a  . 
.  · telecommunications infrastructure in  more than one 'Member  State  may  request  the 
national regulatory· authorities concerned to coordinate their authorizations .procedures 
in order to issue the necessary authorizations on substantially the same conditions. 
~  •  .,  .  •  I  ' 
.  . 
2.  Where the undertaking concerned is unable to obtain the· necessary authorizations in one 
or. more of those Member States within the time periods ·set out in this. Directive, or 
where  signifiquit  variations . appear  between  the .. authorization  conditions  in  these 
'Me_mber  States, the procedure described in paragraphs 3 a,nd .4  shall be available. 
.  ,.  ..  '  .  .. 
3..  The  undertaking· concerned  may  refer  the  matter  to  the· committee provided for  in 
Article  16,  ·  · 
.  '. 
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·-. -.Where that C0111:rrtittee finds tl)al there is a CaSe for further examiQation., It 'sh~l q:>nvene 
-. as  ~oon as· possible a workill:g-group including atleaSt two members of  that committee  · · 
arid- one representative· of the national regulatory authofi_ties  concerned.  The working  . 
··  . group shall set out .its position within three months.  ·  · 
.  '  .  \ 
4  .• -•  ,.The  position agreed accorqing to the  proc~dure~set out in· paragraph lshall formthe ·. 
basis of'  a ·sol~tion to be iJ;llplemented by the Member.State concerned;. without delay._ 
If no agreed position. is ·reached, or if an- agreed po_s'ition  is not implemented Within  a 
reasonable time which shall not, except in justified cases, exceed two months, measures 
to .resolve  the  issue  shall .be  taken  in  accordance  with  the  procedure· set  out  in 
.  -Article 17. 
, Article 14 
-Harmonization 
: Without  prejudice to-the  right 'of Member  State$  to  authori?:e  additional ·services; · 
Meinber States shall ensure that the categories of telecommunications services listed in 
Annex II can _be  pro-v:ided either without-authorization, or on the basis of a  general 
.authorization:"  ·  - ·  ·  -· 
2..  Wherever necessary, the conditions_attached to general· authorizations for the provision 
- of the _telt:coinmunicat_ions  services listed in Annex II, the procedures 'for the gr_ant·of. 
geJleral  authorizations  and  individual ·licences,  and  the  setting  of  fees  shall  be 
harmonized.  .  - ..  ·  '  ·  .  . ·  · 
The harmoni~atio~ of conditions and procedures shall aim to develop the -least onerous . 
system  possible  consistent  with _  ensuring  compliance  with  the  relevant  essential  . 
requirements arid  othe~ public interest requirements sefout in Annex I, points 2  and 3: 
Harmonizatio~ shall  •furthermor~  aim to establi.sh balanced sets of rights and obligations . 
fqr the undertakings  ,enjoying authorizations:  .  .  .. 
-3.  _  Tl1.e Commission shall, in accordance ~ith  the procedure laid down in Article _17; award· 
- mandates to CEP,TIEGTRA; CEPT/ERC or other_,relevant harmonization bodies. These 
mandates  shalt: define  the  t~ks to  be -performed  arid  the  categories  of general 
._authorizations to be harmonized, and lay down a time schedule for thepreparation of 
harmoni?:ed.conditions and procedures. A decision ·shall be adopted in accordance with 
the -procedure  laid . down  in  relation  to . Article  17,  stating . that· the  r-elevant 
telecommtmications ·services  can  be  provided on  the  basis  of a ha!inonized general 
· authorization.  ·  ·  · 
4.  --The provisions ·of paragraph 3 ·shall lapse on _I  January -200 1';  unless the Commission -
h~  .proposed to maintain or to modifY  it in the report referred to  in_ Article 22. 
Article 15 ·  · 
One-stop:"~hopping procedur~ f~r indiv~duallicences' · 
- I .  The ·  Co~~1ssi6n shall undertake. the 11ecessary .-steps .tQ_provide  for the  op~ration of a-
one-stop:-shopping  __ procedure for. individmil  licetlf:es, including suitable arrangements 
for . its  technical  administration,  in' accordance' with  the  procedure  laid  down'  in' 
- Article 17.  References to  such arrangements will  be pubiished in  the Official Journal 
of the European Communities.  .  - - . 
the  _orie·-stop-~hopping proce-dure shiilr  conform to  the following  conditions~ 
t.  •  ',  •  •·  •.  •  .  •  -.- ••  2. 
(a)  It shall be open to all_ ~ervice pro.viders  wi.shing to  operate telecommunications 
services in the Community._'·.  ·  · 
2Q. 
·..  ~ 
.': .. (b)  The submission  of applications and/or  declarations  at  a  single location  in  the 
Community.shall be possible and· one or more bodies shall be designated to whis;h 
. the applications and/or declarations can be presented. Applications may. include, 
where required, requests for frequency coordination. and site clearance and/or for 
allocatioii and registratiot:t' of nan;tes,  numbers or addresses. 
.  .  . 
(c)  Within seven days of fo'rmal receipt, the application(s) and/or declaration(s) shall 
be supplied to the national regulatory authorities concerned, by the body to which 
the application was presented.  . 
· (d)"  The national regulatory authorities concemed shall take a decision on the grant 
of  the licence within six weeks after they have received the application; they shall 
inform both the applicant and  the  body  to  which  the relevant application was 
presented of that  decis~on within one week of receipt of the application. 
(e)  Where possible,  national  regulatory  authorities  shall  endeavour to  shorten the. 
period of six weeks indicated in paragraph (d) for certain categories of services, 
in response to  commer~ial needs. 
(f)  · Article 9 shall apply to applications for individual licences made by means. of the 
one-stop~shopping procedure. 
(g)  The  body  with  which. the  applications .  and/or  declarations  may  be  filed  shall 
report annually  to  the ·Commission on the operation of the one-stop-shopping 
procedure, including information on refusals of  applications and objections raised 
to  declarations.  ·  ·  ·  · 
SECflON V.  EUROPEAN UNiON TELECOMMU~ICATIONS  COMMITTEE (EUTC) 
Article 16 
Estblishment of the EUTC 
The  Commission  shall  be  assisted  by  a  committee  of an  advisory  nature  composed  of 
representatives of the I).ational  regulatory authorities of the Member States and chaired. by  a 
representative  of the  Commission.  The  Committee  shall  be  called  the  European  Union 
Telecommunications Committee (hereinafter referred to as  "the Committee"). 
.  Arti~le 17 
· Procedures for the EUTC 
1.  The representative of the Commission shall  submit to· the Committee a  draft ·of the 
measures to  be taken.  The Committee shall  deliver its opinion on the draft, within a 
time limit which the chairman may lay down according. to the urgency of the matter, 
if necessary by t(!.k:ing  a vote.  . .  · 
.  .  . 
The opinion shall be recorded in the min1,1tes; in addition each ·Member State shall have 
t~e right to ask to have its position recorded in the minutes.  ·  · 
The  Commission  shall  take  the  utmost  accqunt  of the  opinion  delivered  by  the . · 
Committee. It shall· inform the committee of the manner in which its opinion has been 
taken into account.  ·  · 
2.  · · . The ·commission  shall  where  necessary  inform  the  Committee  on  the  outcome  of 
regular  consultations  with  the  representativ~s of telecommunications  organizations, 
users, consumers, manufacturers, service providers and trade unions. 
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In  addition,  • the .  Committee  shall,  taking  account : of  the  Community's · 
'--telecommunications  policy,  ·roster  the  exchange  of  information  between  . the 
Member States and between the Member States and the Commission, on the sitUation 
and  the . development  of  regulatory  .activities  regarding . the . authorization  of 
telecomni\mications services. 
SECTION. VL ··GENERAL AND FINAL PROVISIO:l'lS 
Amcle 18 
Third countries 
1.  With a vie~  to ensuring effective and comparable access to third ,countries markets to 
the' benefit·of·Community. undertakings, Member States shall inform the Commission 
..  of any general·difficulty encountered, de jure or de facto, by Community undertakings 
in obtaining authorizations  and in operating under authorizations in third countries, 
which has been b.rought to .their attention:  Member States and the Commission shall 
ensure that commercial  confid~ntialitY is respected. · 
2.  .  Wheneverthe Commission establish~'$ that a third- coUntry is not-providing CommunitY 
. undertakings  with rights to authorizations which are comparable to tl10se  which the  · 
Community· grants to undei1akings·fromthat third countl)r,the Commission may submit 
proposals  to  the  Council  for the  app~opriate mandate  to  negotiate  with a view--to 
obtaining comparable rights for Community undertakings: The Council shall decide by 
qualified majority.  ·  ·  ·  ·  ··  ·  · 
3  ~  In the  circunistanc~s set out in  paragr~ph 2, the Commission ~ay at any til11e  propose 
that the Council exempt Qne or more Member States frcim obligations l'aid down by this 
Directive irt .relation to ·undertakings  fro~ that third country.  The .Commission  m~y 
make such a proposal on its own initiative ·or  at the request of a Member State  .. The 
Council shall .act by qualified majority. as soon as. possible.  · 
.  .  .,_  .  .  ·.  . 
4.  Measures  taken  pursuant t~ paragraphs  1,  2 ·and  3  shall be .  without  prejudice  to · 
CommunitY obligations under any international agreement governing the liberalization 
of telecommJlnications networks and services.  · ·  ·  '·  ·· 
Article 19 
Confidentiality 
1.  The  Commission  and  the . national  regulatocy- authorities  shall  not ~disclose .any, 
information  co~ered by th_e  duty of professional secrec,y,  . 
· - 2.  The  ~provisions of  paragraph 1 shall not prevent publication of  information on licensing · , ·. 
conditions. which does riot include info'rmation of a_ confidential nature.  · 
Article 20. 
Notification 
-1.  ::  In  addition, to  the  ·information  ·  alr~ady  req~ired  ..  under · D.irective.  90/3 88/EEC, 
-Me111berStates shall supply the Commi~sion with the following information: . · 
".  '  .  '.  ·-·-· 
the names and addresses of the national authorities and bodies competent-to issue 
nati·onal  authorizations;  · 
· all  inforni~tion  on  national  authorization  regimes,  including  conditions  and · 
procedures; in particular whether and: for. which services individual-licences are · · 
required, and the criteria on the basis of which applications are· assessed; 
.  ·  gen~ral national provision~  ~pecifically relevant in the area of  tdecomniunic~ti~ns 
services. 
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(. 2.  Memb~r States shall. notify  ~y·  changes in  respect of  the  -i~formation  .  supplied under 
paragraph 1,. Within  two weeks of thejr entry into force. 
J.  At the request of  a Member State or on its o_wn initiative the Commission shall examine 
. any  conditions,  criteria  and/or  procedures  set .  out  in  a  national  authorization,  in 
particular with regard to the justifiability of  the measures and their compliance with the 
principle of proportionality. The Commission shall, within one month of receipt of a 
request  and  following  the  procedure . set  out in  Artide -17,  decide  whether  tht'l 
Member State may continue to apply the measure. The Commission shaU communicate 
its decision to the Council and to the Member States.  '~  ·  ·  ·  ·  . · 
·  .  Article 21  · .  .  .  . 
Authorizations existing at the date of entry into fo'rce, of this Directive  _ · 
Member 'states. shall make all necessary efforts to bring authori~ations in force at the date of 
entry  into  force  of this  Directive  into ·line  with  its  provisions  before  1  January· 1999. 
Obligations which have not been brought into  line by that date with the provisions of this 
Directive  shall  be  inoperative.  Where  justified,  Member .States  may .  be  granted  by  the 
Commission, upon request,, a  deferment' of the provisions of this Article.  · 
Article 22 
Revie'w Procedures 
1.  .Arty  amendments necessary to adapt the content of the Annexes to new technological 
developments and appropriate practical procedures shall be determined in accordance, 
with the procedure laid down in Article 17.  ·  · 
2.  Before  1  January  2000  the  Commission  will  review  whether an  amendment of the 
provisions of this Directive is necessary,  OJ:).. the basis of a report·to be supplied to the 
Europe~  Pa!~iament ~d  Council. The report shall include an assessment, on the basis. 
of the  expenence  gamed,  of the  need  for  further  development  of the  regulatory· 
.structures as  regards authorizations; ·in  particular in relation to harmonization and to 
trans-Em:opean services and networks.· 
J:  Before  1  January 1999 the  Commission  shall  report  on the  possibilities  of_ access 
by Community  undertakipgs  to. · telecommuni¢ations  markets . in  third  coi.intries. 
If appropriate, the Commission may submit proposals as  mentioned in Article  18.  .  . . . 
Article 23  · 
Deferment 
Where Member States with less developed· networks make use of the deferment· they· have 
been  granted  in  conformity  with· Direc~ive 90/388/EEC  with  regard  to  the  obligation  to 
.  remo.ve special or exclusive rights in relation to voice telephony and the provision of public 
telecommunications networks, in order to  achieve the necessary structural adjustments, such 
Member States shall be granted upon request a similar deferment for the application, to the· 
.  provision of voice telephony and public telecommunications networks, of the provisions of 
·  ·Articles 7(1),  10(1) and 21  of this Directive.  · ·  · ',  ;  Where Member  State~ ~th  very small networks.make·:use of the ·.defelinent they· have been. 
..  grant~din conforinity with Directive  90/3~8iEEC with.regard ·to' the· obligation to  remov~( 
·  special  or_  exclusive · rights  i~  relation  to  voice  telep~ony  and  the  provision  of public 
tele¢om;muilicatioils networks, in order to .achieve the necessary structural_adjuSiments, such· 
Melnber States shall· be granted upon :request a similar deferment' for the application, to the 
_provision of voice  t~lephony and public telecommunications netWorks, of'the provisions.of. 
Articles 7(1),  10(1) and 21  of this Directive.  ·  ,  . 
Article 24 · 
Implementation of,the Directive . 
. J  •  , 
. ·  1.  ·  Member St~tes shSil bring into force the laws, regulati.OJ1S 3nci administrative provisions 
- ne~essary to comply with this Directive by 1 July 1997, They shall immediately inform 
. the-Commission t~ereof.  ·  · ·  .  ·  ..  ·  .  ·  ·- . · .  · . ··  .  · 
. ..  2. 
When Member States  adopt these provisions,  the~e shall  contain  a reference· to this. 
· -Directive  _or  shall  be  accompanied  by  such  reference  at  the  _time  of their  official 
·  .·  p'uplicatipn  .. Theprocedure for such reference shall be adopted by Meinber_State_~- ' 
...... : 
Member  States  sh8ll  notify  ·to  -the  Commission a·  li~t  of representatives  to  the 
European Union  Telecommunications  Committee  not ·later:_ than· two  months  after 
publica#on of thi.s Directive. 
Article 25 
Entry into force  ·-· 
. This bitective shall enter into force on the_ tw~ntieth  .day· folloWing .that of its 'publication. in 
tpe Official Journal of the ·European Communities.  · 
'- '  '  .  .  ,'  . 
Article 26 
Addressees 
This Directive is addressed to the. Member States. 
·.,' 
.  . 
· Done at Brussels,  .· 
:.. 
For the European Parliament 
The President.  · 
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.  ':· 
For the Council 
The President 
./. 
,..  '.· ANNEX I 
COl'JDffiONS- THAT MAY BEATTACHED TO AUTIIORIZATIONS 
i  1.  Any  conditions .  t~at  are  attached  to  authorizations  must  'comply  with 
Commission Directive 90/388/EECC
1
)  and its amendments, in particular the amending 
Directive. 94/46/EECc
2
\  the  amending  Directive  95/  ... /EECC
3
),  the  amending 
Directive 95/.  .. /EECC
4
)  and the amending Directive 95/  ... /EECC
5
). 
_  2.  Conditions that may be attached to all authorizations, where justified and subject to' the 
_principle of proportionality 
2.1.  ..  Conditions aiming at ensuring compliance with relevant essential requirements  . 
. 2.2.  The provision o'f information rea.Sonably required to verify compliance with applicable 
oo~~m.  ·  · 
3. ·  Specific conditi~ns that may be attached.to general authorizationS  forth~-provision of 
public telecommunications services, antl of  infrastructure used for  the provision of such 
services, where justified and subject to  the principle of proportionality 
3.1.  Con<,litions  related  to  the  protection  of users;  as  set  out  in .the  directive  on  the 
application of  open network provision to voice 'teh:iphonyC
6
) and, subject to part 1 of  this 
(I) 
(2) 
(3) 
(4) 
(5) 
(6) 
Annex, to the protection of consumers, in particular in relation to:  · 
prior approval by national 'regulatory authori  ~  of  the standard consumer contract,_ 
provision of detailed and accurate billing,. 
provision of a dispute settlement pro_cedure, 
publication and adequate notice of change of'access conditions, inchiding tariffs, 
quality and availability of service. 
.  Commission Directive 90/3 88/EEC regarding the implementation of  full competition in 
telecommunications. markets, OJ No L  192, 24. 7.1990, p.  fo.  · 
Co~mission Directive  of  l3  October  1994  amending 'Directive  88n01/EEC  and 
Directive.  90/3 88/EEC · in  particular  with  regard  to  satellite  communications,  _ 
OJNo L 268, 19,10.1994, p.  15. 
Commission Directive of 18 October 1995 amending Directive 90/J88/EEC with regard 
to  the  abolition  of the  restrictions  on  the  use  of cable  television networks  for  the 
provision of already liberalized telecommunications services, C(95) 2422 final. 
Draft Commission Directive amending Commission Directive 90/388/EEC with regard 
to mobile anq persona_!  communications, OJ No C 197, 1.8.1-995, p.  5. 
Draft Commission Directive amending Commission Directive 90/3 88/EEC regarding tne 
implementation of full- competition  in  telecommunication~· markets,  OJ  No C  263, · 
10.10.1995, p.  6.  . .  -
Commission's proposal  for  a  Directive on the  application  o:( the principles of open 
network provision to  voice telephony, COM(94) 689 final,  OJ No C  122,  18.5.lQ95, 
- p.  4, and Council common positionof 12 July  1995  on that proposal. 
25 ·( 
3.2.  Financial ·contribution'to the provision of imiversal service, according t6 the Directive 
- .on  interconnection<7).  .  - ·  ·  · 
- -
3.3.  -Communication  of customer  database  informatio-n  necessary  for  the- provision  of · 
universal  d~rectory information.  ·  · · 
3  .4·.  .  Provision of emergency services. 
3.5. 
3.6. 
Special·i1frangements for disabled people: 
~-. 
Conditiorts·telating to irttercortrtectiort, according .to the directive ort  irttercortnection<
8> 
and to obligations of Community law.  ·  · 
(,  .  .  .  .  ....  . 
. 3.7.- Conditions related to th~ achie~emeht of  public interest requirements recognized by the 
EC  Tr~aty and, in particular, Articles 36 and 56 pf that Tr~aty, speciftcally in relation. 
to  public morality and public security.  ·.  " 
.  .  .  .  . 
4.  Specific  conditions that may be  attached to  individual liCences,  where- j~tified and 
-subjeCt to  'the  principle of propomonality  .  - ·  ·  · 
. 4.1.  ·Specific ·conditions  linked to· the  allocation- qf -numJ>ering  rights  (compliance  with 
natipnal numbering schemes  ... ).  -
· 4.2.  Specific co-nditions  ~in-ked to the-allocation of specific· radio frequencies. 
4.3.  "Specific enviro~mental and specific tovvn and country pl~ning  requirements, linked to· 
-the use of scarce resources.  ~  -
4.4.  Maximum  d~ration, only in order to  ensur~ the  effici~nt use of radiofrequendes, and 
without.prejudice to  other provisions concerning ·the_withdrawal or the suspension of 
licences.  - ·  - - · 
· 4.5:  Prqvision of universal service obligations according to.the directi-ves on interconnection 
-and 'on the application of  the principl~s of open network provision to voice telephony(
9)~ 
I  ~  . ".  :  .  '  '  .r  •  •  .  .  .  •  : 
4.6.  . Conditions  applied to-operators. having a significant market position;: -as  notified· by. 
Member  States_- under - the  directive  on  interconnection<
10
;  aiming  .at  ensuring 
(7) 
(8)  • 
(9) 
...  -
(10) 
interconnection or specific monitoring requirements. .  · 
Comn-lission proposal for a Directive on -intercolmectiori to public telecommunications 
networks  and· public  telecommunications  services  in  the  context of Op.en  NetViork · 
Provision (ONP), adopted--by the C9mmiss-ion on 19 July  1995, not yet published. 
Commi~s(on proposal for a Directive on interconnection to public teleconununications 
networks  and  public  telecommunications  services  in  the  context' of Open ·Network 
_Provision  (ONP), _adopted by  the Commission on 19 July  1995, not yet published. _  -
Comiiiissi_o-ti  pi'oposal for a Directive on ·itltercotinection to public telecommm1.ications 
networks and  public  telecoromimications services in  the  context. of Open  Network . 
.  ·  -P~ovision (ONP),  adopted  by  the  Commission  on  19  July  1995,  not yet publishe-d. 
Coimriission's. proposal  for_ a Directive on  the- application-of  th~ principles of Op€m 
network provision to  voicetel~phony,COM(94)_689 final,  OJ No  C-122,  18Sl995, 
- p.  4,  and Council common position of  12  July  1995  oti that proposaL  · · 
Cominissioi1 proposal for a Directive oninterconneetioil to public tdeconu1mnicati,ons  . 
networks  and  public  telecommunications  services  in the  context of Open 'Network  .. 
··Provision (ONP), adop-ted bythe COJnmissiori on  19 July_l?95,.notyet j)pblished.  .· 
i 
,•) 4. 7  ... Provisibn of  information on oWnership. in  oth~r  comp~ies, where the pro~edure set out 
in Article 18(3) is in operation. 
4:8.  ·Requir.ements  related  to·  quality,. availability  and  penrianence of the  service .or  the 
network, including the financial, managerial and technical competen¢e of  the applicant · 
and conditions setting a minimum period of operation. 
4.9 .. Defence related requirements. 
.. * 
Thjs  list  of  conditions  shall  ·be  without- prejudice  to  the  speCific  ·rules  adopted  by 
Member States in accordance with Community law and concerning the content of  audio-~isual 
programmes. intended for the general public.  · 
'  .  ' 
'  -· 
27 .,.  ANNEX D 
SERVICES TO BE COVERED BY GENERAL AUmORIZATIONS 
...  .  ·•  ; 
·  1.  .  Beafer.dataservices, including fixed packet~ or·circuit-~Witched data .se~c·es offered·. 
·  ..  to the public.  ·. .  .  ·  . .  .  ·  ·  · ·  ·.  ·  · .  · · ·  ~~  .  ·  ·-.  ·  .·  ·  ·  , 
,.  - ~ '  ,  .  '  ~  . 
2.  Other fixed telecommunic-ations services other than v~ice  telephony for the pu.blic, telex . 
. and bearer data serVices, inc_luding:.  ..  ' . . . .  .  .  . 
. '. 
-' 
.value-added daJa transmission  sei"Vices~ such as  tel~fax ·serVices, X.400 services · .. 
(message handling systems), X.500 'services (glopal electronic directocy); 
value~~dde_d.voi~etransmission,  services~ such as storage ~d  voic~-maif serVices, 
E-mail services, audiote" and teletex ·services, video-ci:mferencing, re-forwarding. 
of messages via PSTN (private. sWitching), video-phones; en,quiries; 
premium rate,:s_e~ices, such as shm:edcost, shared revenue orfreeph~ne services; 
. calling cards; . 
. 'voice telephop.y provided to. closed user groups·.·  .· 
3~  . Satellite personal commuriication services (S-PCS). · · 
4.  Satellite network and commimication sei'\Tices other-than S-PCS, including very small 
· aperture terminaf; satellite news gathering and mobile satellite services  .. · 
. 5.  .  Mobile communications. 
· 6.  Voice telephony for the public._ -
7,  Leased line·s. 
•• 
t·, 
The general authorizations covered by this list of setirice(shall be Without- prejudice to the 
specific rules adopted by Me111ber States in accordance with Coin!llunity law and concerning 
· the content of audiovisual -programmes intended for the general public.  ·  · 
.) 
28 FINANCIAL STATEMENT 
1. ·  TITLE OF ACilON 
European · Parliament  and  Council  Directive .. on  . a  _common  framework  for  general 
authorizations and individual licences in the field of telecommunications services. 
2.  BUDGET LINE 
A-2510  Expenditures on meetings of Committees whose consultation is compulsory in the 
procedure for drafting Community legislation.  :.  .  .  ·  ' 
3.  LEGAL BA.SJS 
·Articles 57(2),.66 and 100a of the Treaty establishing the European Community  .. 
•  - •  j 
4.  ·  . DESCRIPTION 
4.1  ; General objective of the action 
The Directive aims at establishing a common ·framework  for the· granting of authorizations in. 
the· field of telecommunicati-ons  services,  both  for  national  applicable  procedures  and  for 
conditions that can be attached to such authorizations.  · 
.4.2  Duration and renewal 
The  duration  of the  action  is,  in  principle',- not  l~mited  .. However,  the  prOVlSlO:P,S  of . 
paragraph 14(3) of the Directive (dealing with the possibility for·the Commission to assign 
harmonization  mandates  to  relevant  bodies)  will  lapse  on  1  January  2001,  unless  the · 
Commission proposes to maintain or  to modify it in the .report referred t0 in Article 22 of  the 
Directive.  ·  ·  · 
As  regards  the  annexes: any· modifications necessary  to ·adapt  them  to  new technological .  · 
developments· shall  be  made  in  accordance  with  the  comitology  procedure  laid  down  in  . 
Article· I? ·of  the  Directive,. involving  ·the  Commission  with  the·  assistance  of . the 
· European Uniqn  Telecommunic~tions Committee. · 
5.~.  CLASSIFICATION OF THE EXPENDITURE 
5.1  Non Obligatory Expendit.ure 
5.2  Dis~ociated Credits 
6.  N~  TURE OF OPERATIONAL SPENDING 
No intervention credits. 
The  Community's  financial  contribution  will  cover  costs  incurred  by  participants  at  the 
meetings of the committee established by  the Directive and of the working groups involved 
. in coordination of authorizations_ procedures (Article 13 of the Directive). It is not envisaged 
to recruit additional staff.  .  .  .  .  .  '  .  . .  . 
.  .  .  .  . 
The  Directive .establishes  a:  "Committee,  called  the  European  Union  Telecommunication 
Committee (EUTC) in order to assist the Commission in the application of the principles set 
. up  by the Directive. for market access and for the granting of authorizations.· 
.•. '  '  .  ~ 
I 
r  . 
.  . 
.  ,- ·-"  .  .  ..  ·  '·  .  ·'. 
7.  . ANTI.; FRAUD PROVISIONS. 
Foreach'meeting mentioned in.point 9.3, the.sectetary.otthe meeting ·will complete the·' list 
·of p·articipants ·and verify· the -travelling documents  f~r reimbursemen~.  : .  ·.  ·.  · 
8.  .  .·  ELEMENTS OF COST~EFFICIENCY  ANALYSIS 
.  .  ·.  .  .  .  .  ~  . 
8.1.  ..  Specific and g~antifiable obiectives. population. aimed af.by the 'action-
·'  .  .  ..  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  ..  ' 
'I)le Directive establishes a common ft:amework for the granting of  authoriiati~ns in the fi~ld. 
oftelecoro.municatio]ls services; both for national applicable procedures and for condition!? that 
can be attached to such authorizations. It  will ensure that wherever possible priority is given 
to the  l~ghtest J?OSsible regimes.  . ·. .  _  .  .  ~. '  · . •·  ·  ·  . ·  .  .  . .  .  :  -·  ·  .. 
-}1H~ Directive .directly.  con~ems  .  undertakings providjng te_Iecomitlunications services'  0]1 .the 
. territory  of th·e  ~uropeail.  Union  or  establishing  and/or  operating  infrastructure  for  the 
provision of these· services.  .  . 
8.2  Justification of'the action 
. ·with ·the· full- liberali~tion -of  the  telecommunications  sector  i_ri  .1998  (with  possibfe 
· transitional. peri.ods for some Member States),.a frameworkfor the-granting of authorizations 
in the field of teJecoriununicafi9nS services is necessary. This fnimew()rk will have to ensure . 
that authorizations, which in moSt :~ases Vvill be the appropriate means of nio!J.itoring .markets • 
··and implementing certain public service object[ves, are not .imposing an undue burden on 
.  operators and aie proportionate~ transparent an. non-dis<;rirninatory. It  is _necessary to build up  · 
· . such a framework at a Union level.  ·  ·  ·· · ·  · 
·'. ~ 
In or.d.er;to assist the. Coimtlission, it is alsojustifieci'to establish a committee. 
.  .  - .  . 
..  8.3  Follow up and' evaluation of the  a~tion · 
. ' . 
-~  . 
-The pr~posed.  Directive sets out in its Artide 22 that the Commission; before 1 January 2000, 
will report to the Emopean Parliament  ~d  to the Council on the functioning of the Directive 
and inparticular assess·the need for fUrther evolution of the .regulatory structures as regards 
· authorizations.  ·  · ·  ·  ·  ·  · 
In  :addition, Article 22~ establishes the basis to  adaptthe Apnexes-of· th~ proposed Directive · 
to future technological developments in telecommimication:s..  :  . · · ·  ·  ·  .  ····  ·  .  · ·  '  · 
'  •  ,  •.  '  •'  '  I  '  • 
9. · '  ADMINISTRATIVE EXPENSES 
... The  actual utilisation of the required 
7admini•strative resources Win  be the result of an  annual 
decision  by_  the  Commission ·on· the. allocation  of resources,  taking .due  account  of the 
· manpowe-r and additional budget which have been allocated by the budgetary authorities .. 
'  ..  '  '  '•  .  .  .  . 
. . ·I 
,•', 
;  . 
·~. 
3d 
;-·. 9.1  Impact on employment 
Employment  Affected manpower 
type 
Permanent._  Temporary 
F  onctioruiaires  A  1 
or temporary  B 
c  1/2 
Other resources 
Total.  1 + 1/2 
Exi~ting 
resources 
l 
1/2 
1 + 1/2 
of which 
Additional 
resources 
'duration 
.. · 
undeter-
mined 
9.2  Globai financial imnact on additional· human resources 
:.  None 
9.3  Incr~ase of.other costs resulting from the action 
(in  Ecu~) 
B.udget line (No and  Amounts  Detail of calculation 
title) -
A2510  -152 460  The  specif!c  requirements  for com,nittee ·meetings  can 
Meetings of Committees  per year- be  estimated  to  be  about  six  meetings  per  year  of a 
whose consultation is  Committee with 30 members specifically  consti~ted fot: 
compulsory  the  purpose  of this  Directive.  The  estimated  costs· of 
meetings  will  be  abouf ECU  138  600  (6  x  23  100) 
..  per year. The estimated costs of working group meetings -
will  be  about  ECU  13  860  per year (on  the  basis  of 
six meetings  per year  involving  three  members  of the 
Committee).  - ·  ..  ..  -
Total  152  460- ' 
per year 
The agenda for adoption of  the Directive is approximately the end of 1996. Thus the first year 
where the abovementioned expenses will occur should be 1997. 
It must be noted that when _the  European Union Telecommunications Committeee ha.S  been 
established- by  the- Directive,  it  is  anticipated  that  the  ad  hoc high  level  Committee  of 
National Regulators referred to in Council-Resolution of 17 December 1992 will not have to 
111eet  again.  However, the expenditures related to this ad hoc  C~mmittee are currently paid 
. for by  the Member States,  · 
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